
  

  





Elder’s Voices: The History 

The Trade 

The practice of trade, which began as the simple exchange of shipboard trinkets 

for the fur robes from the Aboriginal people’s backs, soon turned into a formal 

meeting of the two groups for the sole purpose of exchanging goods. The 

meeting included the usual elements of Aboriginal treaty formation. This ritual, 

in its varying forms, was an essential element of the trade ceremony throughout 

fur trade territory and over the full span of the fur trade era. The repetition of 

this ritual at each meeting was a reminder that, however close the friendship between the two 

groups, they stemmed from different cultures. However, it also reinforced the solemn promises 

of peace and friendship, made before the Creator.  

The ceremony was followed by an exchange of gifts between the leading men. This ceremony 

remained an element of the process although it varied a great deal over time. At its simplest, it 

was a gift of a container of berries in exchange for a knife. At its most complex, it included the 

late fur trade ritual of the choosing and dressing of the fur trade captains.  

It was only after these rituals were performed that the trading began. In its usual form, it might 

have followed this order:  

 The Aboriginal peoples looked over the goods offered by the traders and made some 

selections 

 The traders looked over what the Aboriginal people had brought and assessed their value  

 Agreement was reached as to the value of the furs, etc. The traders took the furs  

 The Aboriginal people chose, and were given, those items which they desired  

 Trade closed with the giving of some small additional gifts to the least members of the 

Aboriginal group  

 

During the time of fur trade rivalry, the gifts at the beginning of trade were 

chosen by traders to encourage the specific groups of Aboriginal peoples to 

trade with them rather than their opposition. The gifts included alcohol, in 

greater or lesser amounts. When the opposition was particularly fierce, alcohol 

might also make up much of the European goods received in trade. Aboriginal peoples soon 

realized that the traders would go to extreme measures to prevent them visiting the opposition. 

They would give them alcohol to keep them drunk. They increased the evaluation of the furs to 

best that of the opposition. They gave more presents to all members of the band.  

 

http://www.abheritage.ca/eldersvoices/history/europeans_fur_trade.html 
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Trading Post 

© National Archives of Canada / C. W. Jefferys / C-73431, 1785 

 

  



 

  The Trading Store 

© Hudson's Bay Company Archives / PAM HBCA Photographs 

1987/363-T-32/27 (N3912) 



Aboriginal Peoples: The First People  
 

There are several theories to explain how the First Nations and Inuit people arrived in North America. The 
most common is that they are descendents of people that came from Asia about 30 000 years ago. It is 
believed that they used a land bridge to cross from Siberia into Alaska, which had formed during 
the ice age. The ancestors of the Inuit came later - about 4 500 years ago.  

Aboriginal peoples traveled across the continent and developed different 
customs and languages depending on where they settled. But when the 
Europeans arrived, the lives of all Aboriginal peoples changed forever. 

The Aboriginal people were eager to trade for European goods. Especially 
important were metal tools, pots and other items. Aboriginal peoples did not have 
iron-making technology, so needed to trade for them. Because the thing 
Europeans wanted most was furs, Aboriginal peoples became partners in the 
fur trade and in the exploration of Canada.  

Teachers and Friends 
 

Aboriginal peoples made many contributions to European exploration, settlement and the 
development of the fur trade. They taught Europeans how to build canoes for transportation and they 
showed the fur traders the best trails and canoe routes.  

Many Europeans would not have survived without the help of friendly Aboriginal peoples. Many 
people died of hunger and sickness. The Huron and Algonquin helped them by providing food, and they 
showed them how to boil spruce bark to cure scurvy.  

The winters were long and cold. The First Nations and Inuit people showed the 
settlers how to live in the freezing climate. First Nations and Inuit women 
sewed mittens and leggings for the fur traders. The settlers were also taught how 
to snowshoe and toboggan, which was the only way to travel in the winter. 

The First Nations and Inuit also did a variety of jobs that the settlers were 
not able to do - or did not want to do. For example, the Homeguard Cree were in 
charge of mail delivery between the trading posts on Hudson Bay. Much of the 
territory had not yet been mapped. The Homeguard Cree knew the area and were 
good at finding their way.  

Backbone of the Fur Trade 
 

The job of preparing the furs for transportation was done by Aboriginal women. Because this could be so 
much work, it took Aboriginal women away from their normal duties. It also led to polygamy - where one 
man would have many wives so she could prepare more furs for him. 

The First Nations and Inuit also aided in the exploration of North America. There were no maps to help 
the explorers find their way through the wilderness. The First Nations and Inuit acted as guides. 
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Explorers, fur traders and settlers relied on the information they provided. Maps were sketched on 
birch bark or drawn in the sand along the river banks, on the ground, or in the snow. 

Especially important were the Iroquois. Originally from the east, they moved west with the fur trade, all 
the way to British Columbia. They were very valuable there because they knew how to make birch-bark 
canoes - something local First Nations people could not do.  

The Iroquois were clever traders and always tried to get the best deal. They were also proud warriors, 
which sometimes got them into trouble with other First Nations peoples. 

The Price they Paid 
 

Sadly, the Aboriginal peoples of North America also suffered for their involvement in the fur trade. The fur 
trade created competition that led to wars between First Nations peoples. In the 1600s, the Iroquois 
wiped out their main rivals - the Huron, the Susquehanne and the Seneca - and became the most 
powerful First Nations people in the east.  

Unfortunately, not even war could not stop the greatest enemy of the Iroquois. As voyageurs moved 
through the continent, they brought with them European diseases such as smallpox. These 
diseases wiped out as much as 75 percent of First Nations peoples.  

Adding to war and disease, traditional ways of life were further demolished as Aboriginal peoples 
turned to new ways of living and alcohol. It is only in recent times that First Nations and Inuit peoples 
have been able to begin to reclaim their culture and their place. 

http://www.canadiana.ca/hbc/stories/aboriginals1_e.html  
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"Trapper's Bride", Marriage Between an Amerindian and a Voyageur 
 © Joslyn Art Museum, Omaha / A. J. Miller / 1840
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Aboriginal Women in the Fur 

Trade 

Aboriginal women played an important role 

in the fur trade.  Without their skills and 

hard work, the fur trade would not have 

been possible. Many of the fur traders 

married Aboriginal women.  These women 

did a lot of the work at the posts. 

Aboriginal women often went on fur-trading 

trips with their husbands.  Many acted as 

guides.  They worked with the men to 

paddle the canoes and carried heavy loads 

across portages.  They set up camp when 

they stopped, and prepared meals. 

 Aboriginal women had many skills 

important to the fur traders.  They prepared 

food such as pemmican.  Pemmican is 

light to carry and keeps a long time without spoiling.  Aboriginal women also knew how to make 

medicines from plants. 

 Women made or helped make many items of value.  They made blankets and clothing, 

including moccasins.  They helped make snowshoes.  The men made the frames of snowshoes 

and the women made the webbing for them.   They gathered and split spruce roots used to 

make birch bark canoes. They also collected spruce gum, which was used to make the canoes 

waterproof. Sometimes Aboriginal women trapped smaller animals for meat and fur.  The 

women were skilled at cleaning and preparing pelts and hides. 

 The fur traders learned many skills from their Aboriginal wives.  They learned the languages 

and customs of their wives’ people.  If a woman from an Aboriginal group married a trader, she 

often acted as an interpreter and peacemaker among her people and the traders.  The women 

helped their husbands communicate with Aboriginal Peoples.  This improved their trading 

relationships.  

http://www.masters.ab.ca/bdyck/early-canada/fur/ 
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-61- Daniel Harmon: Country Wives 

"October 10, Thursday. This day a Canadians Daughter (a girl of about fourteen years of age) 

was offered me, and after mature consideration concerning the step I ought to take I finally 

concluded it would be best to accept of her, as it is customary for all the Gentlemen who come 

in this Country to remain any length of time to have a fair Partner, with whom they can pass 

away their time at least more sociably if not more agreeably than to live a lonely, solitary life as 

they must do if single. 

 

In case we can live in harmony together, my intentions are now to keep her as long as I remain 

in this uncivilized part of the world, but when I return to my native land shall endeavour to place 

her into the hands of some good honest Man, with whom she can pass the remainder of her 

Days in this Country much more agreeably, than it would be possible for her to do, were she to 

be taken down into the civilized world, where she would be a stranger to the People, their 

manners, customs & Language.  

 

Her Mother is of the Tribe of the Snare Indians, whose Country lies about the Rocky Mountain. 

The Girl is said to be of a mild disposition & even tempered, which are qualities very necessary 

to make an agreeable Woman and an effectionate Partner."  

 http://www.furtradestories.ca/details.cfm?content_id=86&cat_id=2&sub_cat_id=5 
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